Abstract: Developing children’s abilities to find and understand information is a key to their development as young adults. The Internet offers children exciting new ways to meet people, learn about different cultures and develop their creative potential. However, children’s ability to use the Internet is severely hampered by the lack of appropriate search tools. Most Information Retrieval (IR) systems are designed for adults: they return information in a form that is unsuitable for children and they do not provide enough assistance to make the search for appropriate content rewarding and fun. The talk will present the state-of-the-art and recent research on children’s search behavior and describe problems and challenges that lie ahead, with regard to adapting current IR systems for children. It will also give an overview of the current studies being conducted in the scope of the EU-funded research project PuppyIR: on finding web-content appropriate for children, on analyzing query logs to understand children’s information needs and on providing query assistance functionality.
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